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Effect of Pedestrian Signals and Signal Timing
on Pedestrian Accidents

CHARLES V. ZEGEER, KENNETH S. OPIELA, AND MICHAEL J. CYNECKI

The purpose of th¡s study was to determine whether pedestrian acc¡dcnts are
significantly affected by the presence of pedestr¡an signal indications and by
different strategies for signal timing. Data related to pedestrian acc¡dents, ¡n-

tersect¡on geometrics. traffic and pedestrian volumes, roadway env¡ronment,
and signal operat¡on were collected for 1297 traffic-signalized ¡ntersections ¡n

15 cities throughout the Un¡ted States. The data were analyzed by using vari-
ous stat¡st¡cal tests, wh¡ch included branching analysis, correlat¡on analys¡s,
chi-square analysis, and the analysis of variance and covariance. The results
showed no significant difference in p€destrian accidents between intersections
that had standard-timed (concurrent walkl pedestrian signals compared with
intersect¡ons that had no pedest¡¡an signal indimtions. ln addil;on, exclusive-
timed locâtions were found to be associated with lower pedestrian acc¡dent
experience for ¡ntersect¡ons w¡th moderate-to-high pedestrian volumes when
compared w¡th both standard-t¡med ¡ntersect¡ons and ¡ntersect¡ons that had
no pedestrian signals. ln some cases pedestr¡an accidents were also found to
be s¡gn¡f¡ently ãffected by other variables, includ¡ng street operation (one-way

and two"way streets). presence of local bus operat¡ons, and area type.

Recent pedestrian safety research has uncovered
nulerous problems regarding current peilestrian
signalization practices. The lack of uniforrnity in
strategies and devices for pedestrian signal tining
has been thought to contribute to the ineffective-
neËs of the signals in achieving inproved pedestrian
safety. Further, pedestrians have exPresseal consid-
erable confusion and misunderstanding regarding the
neaning of the flashing DoNrT WALK indication (or
flashing hand) for the clearance ínterval and the
flaehing WALK indication (or flashing ¡nan) to etarn
pedestrians of turning vehlcl'es. such confusion
over the neaning of pedestrian traffic-control
devices may also contribute to pedestrían safety
problens.

Although many problems have been attributeal to
the current uses of pedestrian signals, a literature
review failed to find conclusive studies that ade-
quately quantified the effect of pedestrian signals
on pedestrian accidents. The effect of pedestrian
signals on safety must be understood in order to
determine erhether the continued use of pedestrian
signals is justified. The results of this analysis
can help to determine $rhether changes are neecled in
the desígn and deployment of pedestrian signals.

The inpact of the various pedestrian slgnal-
timing schemes on operational strategies also nee¿l

to be evaluated. Schemes for pedestrian signal
tíming include the followinS (!):

I. Concurrent (standar¿l)--a1lows pedestrians to
walk concurrently with the move¡nent of traffic;

2. Eârly release--allows pedestrians to leave the
curb before vehicles are permitted to turn;

3. Late release--holds pedestrians (with respect

to vehicles) until a certain portion of the phase
has been given to turning vehíclesi

4. Exclusive--traffic Ís held on all approaches
to allow pedestrians to cross any streeti scramble
(or Barnes dance) ti¡ning is a form of exclusive
ti¡ning that also allows for diagonal crossings; and

5. Other--variations of the above where pedes-
trians are given different indications on parallel
crosswalks to protect them during special Èraffic
phases (i.e., special Left-turn phases, or split
phasing) .

The purpose of this study was to determine
whether pedestrian accidents at signalized intersec-
tions are affected by different uses of pedestrian
signals and signal-tining sche¡nes. We hoped t,hat
the results of this anal.ysis would (a) help to
identify the types of intersections or situations
where pedestrian signals are most (or least) desir-
able from a safety standpoint and (b) aid in deter-
nining whether changes are needed in the design of
pedestrian signals to irnprove their effectiveness.
Such information should be of conslderable value to
the traffic engineering comnunity, which is respon-
sible for the instaLlation and timing of peilestrian
s ignals.

BACKGROT,ND

Àlthough in recent years considerable research has
been conducted regarding pedestrian safety, Iittle
has been published specifically on the issue of
pedestrian signals and safety. In terns of the
effect of pêdestrian signals on accÍdents, Fleig and
Duffy found no significant reduction in the propor-
tion of unsafe acts or pedestrian accidents after
the installation of scrambLe-tirned pedestrian sig-
nals at I1 locations (!). Their accldent data were
limited to 27 accidents in the before period an¿l 25
accidents in thê after period, with each of these
periods only one year in cluration. The authors of
the study concluded that pedestrian signals are not
effective in reducing pedestrian accidents, but thê
limited data used raise questions about the statis-
tical validity of this conclusion.

Several studies have been conducted concerning
the effect of pedestrian signals on pedestrian
conpliance and behavior, whích are sonetimes consid-
ered to be indirect measures of pedestrian safety.
A study by Abrams and Snith in 1977 concluded that
higher pedestrian compliance rates are associated
with late-release techniques and that early-release
timing may provide an additional measure of safety,
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but the benefits were not deternined precisely (3).
Scra¡nb1e timing was found to be associated with
higher violation rates than were other tirning
schemes (3). Mortirner conducted a study in 1973 to
test conpliance raÈes at pedestrian crossings with
and without pedestrian signals (!). He found better
signal compliance rates and fewer serious pedes-
trian-vehicle conflicts at intersections }¡ith pedes-
trian signals than at those without them.

Several other related studies have been conducted
outside the United States regarding the effect of
pedestrian signals on safety. A 1979 study in
Englanil by Inwood and Grayson found that Push-button
pedestrian signals (termed pelican crossings) are no
more effective than blâck-and-white-striped cross-
walks and flashíng beacons (terned zebra crossings)
in reducing pedestrian accldents (5). Howevêrr a
study in Australia by Witliarns rePorted thât acci-
dents dropped by 60 percent at a grouP of locations
that had pedestrian-actuated signals that erere
installed at forner zebra crossings (6). The pre-
cise effect of each of these countermeasures etas not
deternined. These studies yrere also inconclusíve on
the safety benefits of pedestrian signals.

Many sÈudies conducted in the United States and
abroad have used ¡neasures of effectiveness such as
pedestrian co¡npliance and behavior to evaluate the
effect of pedestrian signals on pedestrian safety.
However, a clear relation has not yet been estab-
lished between pedestriân accidents and such surro-
gate measures. Although these Past studies provide
useful insights about pedestrian control at inter-
sections, they do not provide sufficient ínforrnation
to establish the safety benefits of pedestrian
signals. We therefore decided that a nore-co¡nPre-
hensive analysis was ¡rarranted that would use sev-
eral years of pe¿lestrian accident data at a large
number of urban intersections.

IT{ETHODOLOGY

The evaluation approach selected for this research
involved the use of pedestrian accident experience
instead of pedestrian behavior, conpliance measurest
or other åccident surrogates to determine the effect
of pedestrian signals and timing on pedestrian
safety. The two tyPes of accident analysis consid-
ered were (a) the analysis of Pedestrian accident
before and after the installation of a Pedestrian
signal and (b) a comparative analysis of accidents
at locations erith anal without pedestrian signals.
Before and after analyses can be used to determine
cause-and-effect relations, preferably by using
conparison sites and looking at accident trends over
time in order to ¡nininize the connon threats to
evaluation validity (i.e., regression-to-the-mean,
changes in accident trends over timer compounding
effects of other locational factors, and data insta-
bility). However, Èhis analysis approach was re-
jected for thís study due to (a) the snall accident
sânples per site, (b) the difficuLty in finding
suitable sites (with several years of accident data
before and after Èhe installation of a pedestrian
signal) and comparison sites, and (c) the problern of
isolating the true effect of the pedestrian signals
on pedestrian accident.s from other locational fea-
tures.

The comparative analysis aPProach involves the
selection of a large sample of sltes with and wÍth-
out pedestrian signals and the representation of
various timing schemes. Intersections that have
si¡nilar geornetric or operational features are
grouped together and accident data are compared for
each group. This approach usually allows for the
creation of a large data base without relying on
sites where pedestrian signals have been added in
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recent years. The possible disadvantâges with a

conparative analysis are that no two intersections
are exactly aliker so a large nunber of trafficr
geonetric, and operational data variables are needed
for each site to help ensure reliability of results.
À comparative analysis does not show cause-and-ef-
fect relation but does al1ow for determining rela-
tions among variables 1f the ProPer statlstlcal
tests are uaed. A conParative analysis apProach etag
subsequently selected for Èhis study.

Data Needs

Data needs were established based on the findings of
the literature review, the objectives of the study,
and the need to assess pedestrian accident experi-
ence and to characterlze intersection locations to
pernit the isolation of lnfluencing factors. The
basic analysis approach was designeil to cornPare the
pedestrian accident experience between signalized
locations with and without pedestrian signal indica-
tions. since a variety of signal-timing schenes are
used for pedestrian signalsr it yras deemeil imPortant
to âssess individually the effect of the various
schemes on pedestrian accidents.

Independent variables were defined that would be
appropriate for classifying each candidate intersec-
tion in terms of its design, operation, and environ-
ment. The prime requirenent of such variables was
that they represent different levels of oPportunity
for pedestrian accidents or should have so¡ne influ-
ence on the potenÈial for an accident. since Pedes-
trian accidents are dírectly related to traffic and
pedestrian volumes, these two variables were consld-
ered to be of major inportance. Thêrefore, data on
traffic and pedestrian volumes grere collected for
each intersection by leg (if avaÍlable) within the
period for which the âccldent datâ vrere available.

Additional independent variables used Èo describe
the inter6ection characteristics $tere also identf-
fied. These variables included the followings

1. Design factors--number of lanesr intersection
skewnessr use and type of Pedestrian signal, nunber
of turn lanes or turn prohibitions, and street widthi

2. Environ¡nental factors--cityr land user areâ
type' and functional classificationi and

3. operational factors--signa1 timing and phas-
irg, provision for right-turn-on-redr bus oPera-
tions, speed Iirnits, one-yray or two-way street
operations, and parking.

The data analysis plan addressed the question of
how nany years of accident data would be necessary
to provide sound statistical resul.ts. Although the
use òf pedestrian accldent data was deternined to be
the nost desirable method of neasurÍng directly the
effectiveness of pedestrian signalization optíons'
the relative infrequency of pedestrian accitlents at
any locatlon was recognized to create a proble¡n in
the statistical analysis of the dâta. Therefore, a
conservative estimate indicated that about 1000
intersections were necessary, and 3 to 6 years of
accident datã per síte, to ensure statistical reli-
abí1ity.

Copies of accident reports ylere obtained and
reviewed before coding. ALI basic infor¡nation about
each accidentr includlng who was at fâult, the
accident type, severity, conÈrlbuting circu¡nstances,
and 20 other accident details, were entered into the
dâta base. Accldents were included in the analysis
only if they were within the lnfluence of the inter-
section and thought to be related to a crossing
maneuver at the signal. For exanple, highly unusual
accidents (i.e., pedestrian falls from moving car,
pedestrian is hit while standing on sidewalk' or
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police officer direcÈing traffic) were not included.
Computerized accident files were used in 2 of the 15
cities because the accident report forns were not
readily available.

Site Selection

The seLection of suitable sites for this stu¿ly
required that candidate cities first be chosen to
satisfy the following criteria:

1. Cities should be willing to cooperate in the
study and provide necessary data¡

2. Pedestrian and traffic volu¡ne data should be
available at a large nu¡nber of locations fron counts
conalucted within the past five years;

3. other required locational data (i.e., signal
timing sheets, land use naps, bus maps, and dates of
when any major locatlonal changes were rnade) should
also be readily available;

4. Accident data should be of high quality,
accidents should be referenced accurately to the
proper location, and accident-reporting Levels
should be relatively consistenti

5. Candidate cities should cover a wide geo-
graphic range throughout the United states and
represent a variety of typesr ilensity, trâffic laws,
and pedestrian attitudes¡ and

6. Cities should have an adequate sa¡np1e of types
of pedestrian signals and sígnal-tining schemes.

Of the rnore than 70 U.S. cities originally con-
tacted for use in the stu¿ly, 15 were selected after
we deterrnined that they substantially ¡net the above
criteria. The only city found that had ¡nore than 20
exclusive-timed intersections was Denver, Colorado.
A few exclusive Íntersections nere found ín New
Haven, Connecticut; ltlalthamr l,lassachusetts¡ Washing-
ton, D.C.; Kansas City, !¡lissourí; West Hartford,
Connecticuti Richmond, Virqiniat and Tampa, Florida.

Problems were also encountered ín identlfying
sites that had early- or late-release tirning. only
a very few locations that use this sche¡îe were found
in discussions with city traffic engineers. trlost
engineers were of the opinion that, after flows of
either automobiles or pedestrians were initiated, it
is difficult to interrupt thetn on the same phase.
Hence, very little use is ¡nade of this timing scheme
within the cities contacted. The resulting cate-
gories of pedestrian signa1 tining included the
following:

I. No pedestrian signal,
2. concurrent tining,
3. Exclusive (including scranble) timing, and
4. other timing (split phasing or early or late

release) .

Cities were selected fron several geographic
regions to elininate unwanted biases in the acci-
dents related to climate, driver attitudes, system-
wide accident characteristÍcs, areawide safety
enphasis, lifestyles, anil local highway design
standards. Furthermore, an attempt rras ¡nade to
avoid cities thât were considered to be highly
unusual in terns of pedestrian activity, attitudes,
and behavior. A total of 1297 íntersections in 15
cities across the United States were selected for
inclusion in Èhe study, as indicated in Table I.

vlithin each of the cities selected for data
coltection, candidate signalized intersections with
and without pedestrian signals yrere selected for
analysis. The selection sras based on the avâiI-
ability of the required intersection data and the
need for a relatively uniforn sanple of typical
intersection situations. Therefore' aII of the
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locations selected for inclusion in thi6 study had
the following features:

1. All intersections had four approach legs
without unusual featuresi offset intersection ap-
proaches' multiple 1e99ed intersections, and traffic
cÍrc1es were not selected.

2. AII intersections had traffic signalst sone
had pedestrian signal indications and others did not.

3. À11 intersections were in urban or suburban
areas.

The Locations were different to some degree in terms
of

L. The use of pedestrian signal-timing schemes
(concurrent, no pedestrian signal, or exclusive),

2. The range of pedestrian volune (about 50-
50 000 pedestrians/day crossing all approaches) and
traffic volu¡nes (about 1600-78 000 entering vehi-
cles,/day) '3. Land uses (commercial, residential, or recrea-
tional) ' and

4. A variety of other roadway features (nurnber of
lanes, turn prohibitions, or presence or absence of
r ight-turn-on-red) .

Data Collection

The data collection effort usually involved one or
¡nore vÍsits to the appropriate offices in the se-
lected cities. Data i{ere co¡npiled fron traffic,
acci¿lent, and roadway data filest maps; and computer
outputs. The unavailability of certain data ín sone
of the cities necessÍtated field surveys and pedes-
trian volume counts at most of the intersections.
After the data erere coded, they were checked by a
series of manual and computerized reviews of the
data files to ensure integrity. The corrected data
file was condensed and refornatted to facilitate
analysis by using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) and Statistical Analysis
system (SÀS) statistical packages.

DATA ÀNAI.YSIS

À comprehensive statistical analysis was unilertaken
on the ilata files to deter¡nine the effects of pecles-
trian signals on accidents. It was recognized at
the outset that small samples of pedestrian acci-
dents per site i{ould exist, which }rould produce a
skei{ed (nonnormal) distribution of accidents by
site. this requirêd the sefection of not only a
Iårge nunber of sites and three to six years of
accident data but also the selection of appropriate
statistical tests. The analysis first included a
review of accident characterisèics to provide an
understanding of the factors associated with pedes-
trian accidents. Next¡ correlation analysis was
used to determine what traffic and roadway variables
were most híghly related to pedestrian accldents. À
branching anal.ysis was used to indicate variables
that explained the nost variation in pedestrian
accidents and to identify the breakpoint levels that
were important in subsequent statistical tests.

Based on the results of the correlation and
branching analysis, chi-square and analysis of
variance and covariance tests were applied. The
chi-square test was used to cornpare the distrÍbu-
tions of accidents for locations with and without
pedestrian signals and for clifferent timing schenes
(i.e., concurrent versus exclusive tirning) for
various data groups. Finally, analysis of variance
and covariance tests were usecl to isolate the effect
of pedestrian signals and tining on accidents while
controlling for other influencing variables.
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Table 1. Summary of intersections from
each city used in the study.

City

Albany, NY
Chicago, IL
Columbus, OH
Denver, CO
Detroit, MI
Grand Rapids, MI
Kansas City, MO
New Haven, CT
Richmond, VA
Seattle, WA
Tampa, FL
Toledo, OH
Waltham, MA
lilashington, DC
West Hartford, CT
Total

0
t12
46
16

108
9

z8
0
2

99
2l

113
0

104
0

65S

0
0
0

39
0
0
I

l3
ll

0
t6
0

1l
l0

5

tos

0
t2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

0
5

0
n

1976-1980 17
t977-1980 635
1978-1980 54
1978-1980 34
1978-1980 222
1978-1980 l0
1978-1980 1 I
t9'17-t979 43
1978-1980 55
t974-1979 342
t977-1980 33
1976-1980 198
1977-1980 2
1974-1979 425
1976-1980 0

2081

characteristics of Pedestrian Accidents

The accident data collected and analyzed consisted
of 2081 accidents thât occurred at the 1297 inter-
sections shown in Tabfe L. The analysis perioil
ranged from three to six years in each city based on
the availability of historical accident data. I'lost
of lhe accident data used in this study was associ-
ated vrith intersections in five large urban areas
(Chicago, Illinois; Washington, D.C.r Toledo, ohioi
Detroit, Michigant and Seattle, washington) that
represented more than 70 percent of the locations
and 88 percent of the accidents in the sample.

The characteristics associated vtith the pedes-
trian accidents are surnmarized in Tab1e 2, including
details on accident severityr pedestrian age and
sex, collísion type, pedestrian action' and driver
action. only 29 (I.4 percent) of the 208I accidents
resulted in a pedestrian fatalityt the vast majority
(93 percent) of the accidents vJere injury accidents.
In addition, 98 collisions (4.7 percent) involved no
injury to the pedestrian.

surn¡naries of accidents by age and sex of pedes-
trians indicate that more than 40 percent of the
accidents involved young and êlderIy persons and
nales are hit nore often than are femâIes. The
designation of accident tyPe was based on driver
intent at the intersection (i.e., straight or turn-
ing right or left). The nost conmon type of pedes-
trian accident involved a through vehicle (60.3
percent). Right-turning movements accounted for
14.8 percent of the accidentst left-turning vehicles
were involved in 22.5 percent of the accÍdents.

The determination of pedestrian and driver action
involved revield of hard copy accident reports to
determine whether the accident was caused by a

hazardous pedestrian action (i.e., walking or run-
ning against the signal) or a hazardous driver
action (i.e., run red light or failure to yield on a
turn) . The investigating officerr s remarks and
descript!.on of the accident and site condition were
the basis for this deternination. For those acci-
dents where the Pedestrian action could be deter-
mined' the pedestrian was crossing with the signal
ín 49.2 percent of the accidents. For the 1446
accidents where the driver action could be deter-
mined, 41.5 percent were judged to be driving safely
at the time of the accident and were not judged at
fault in the accident. This indicates that approxi-
nately one-half of the pedestrian accidents at
intersections are caused by pedestrians in violation
of the traffic or pedestrian signal. In the other
one-half of the Pedestrian accidents' the pedes-

trians were following the instructions of traffic or
pedestrian signals but nere struck by motorists who

failed to observe or yield to pedestrians in ti¡ne.

Correlatíon Analysis

The purpose of this analysis was to cleter¡nine which
independent variables (i.e., traffic' roadway, and
signal variables) to incLude in subsequent anälyses
based on their relations to each other and accident
data (dependent variables). Pearsonrs correlations
vrere computed for various combinations of continuous
dependent and indepenclent variables to determine
those combinatíons that have the strongest interre-
Iations. The correlations between key dependent
variables and independent variables were generally
1ov¡ (r-values of less than 0.6). The strongest of
these relations were found between nean pedestrian
accidents per year and both pedestrian volumes and
vehicl-e volumes. Generally loYr correlations were
expected due to the wide variety of features of the
intersections that influence the pedestrian accident
experience at a location. No attempt was made to
improve the correlations through the inclusion of
muttiple independent varíables by sÈepi{ise linear
regression analysis or through data stratification.
The decision was ¡nade to Proceed to other analysis
techniques (branching analysis and analysis of
covariance) to further quantify the effect of indi-
vidual variables on pedestrian accidents.

Branchinq Anâlvsis

A branching analysis was conducted on 1289 signal-
ized intersections to determine what traffic ând
roadway variables explain the most variation in
pedestrian accident experience. AIso' we hoPed that
the analysis wouJ.d identify breakpoint levels of
pedestrian and traffic volurnes, based on pedestrian
accident experience, for data stratification in
subsequent analyses. The resul-ts of the branching
analysis (shown in Figure I) indicated the following:

1. Pedestrian vol.u¡ne is the variable that ex-
ptains the greatest anount of variation in pedes-
trian accident.s (14.9 percent of variance explained).

2. After several groupings of pedestrían volune
were tested, the most-important breakPoin! in pedes-
trian accidents occurs for a pedestrian average
daily traffic (ADT) Ievel of 1200. In fact, for the
609 locations that had Pedestrian ADTS less than
]-2oo, the mean annual pedestrian accidents Per
location was 0.178' compared with 0.553 for loca-

Total

9
236

47

170
t6
39
43
97

140
58

184
1i

187
5

]u91

9
t12

I
0

62
'l

l0
27
84
4t
21
66

0
68

0
508

Locations

Concurent Exclusive Other
Timing Timing Timing

No Pedes-
trian Signal

Accident Data- Total No.
Collection of Pedestrian
Period Accidents
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tlons that had pedestrian ADT of 1200 or ¡nore.
Another breakpoint occurred at a pedestrian ADT of
3500.

3. The nost-important breakpoints in the traffic
volune data (in terns of pedestrian accidents)
occurred at ADT levels of 2Z 500 and lg 000.

4. Beside pedestrian and traffic volume, other
variables that were found to be of some irnportance
in explaÍning pedestrian accidents included bus
operation (a buE route on one or more of the streets
at the inÈeraection), street operation (one-lvay
versus two-eray streets), percentage of vehicle
turns, intersection design¡ area type (CBD, fringe,
or residential), and street approach vridth.

Table 2. Summary ofpedestr¡ân accident data.

Classification Characte¡istics No. Percent
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5. Although all intersecÈions in the analysis had
a traffic signal, the presence or absence of a
pedestrian signal indication had no significant
effect on pedestrian accident experience.

Further branching analysis was conducted sepa-
rately for the following three groups of intersec-
t Íons :

1. The 507 intersections that did not have pedes-
trian signals,

2. The 652 locations that
trian signals, and

3. The I09 locations that
trian slgnal ti¡ning.

had concurrent pedes-

had exclusive pedes-

The following general conclusions vrere found:

1. The presence of buses was found to be an
important factor in pedestrian accidents for loca-
tion groups above 1000 pedestrians,/day for locatÍons
that had concurrent pedestrian timing and also for
locations that did not have pedestrian signals¡

2. For exclusive-tirned signals that had pedes-
trian ADT above 8000, pedestrian accidents were nuch
lower at the intersectíon of tno one-way streets
than for Íntersections of two-way street äpproaches,

3. For intersections that did not have pedestrían
signals on bus routes and ÀDT above 1000, a higher
accident experience y¡as found at residential inter-
sections conpared with nonresidential areas; and

4. The presence of a wide street vridth (i.e.,
greater than 50 ft) vras associated with higher
pedestrian accidents for some categories of roads
that had pedestrian ADTS above 1000.

Three classes of traffic volu¡ne vrere chosen based
on breakpoints deternined from the branching analy-
sis to assess the sensitivity of pedestrlan acci-
dents as a function of pedestrian and traffic vol-
ume, as illustrated ln Figure 2. fntersection
classes of pedestrian and traffic volune v¡ere
grouped together and the pedestrian accidents for
three years were plotted. Three traffic volume
groups and ll pedestriân volume groups were used to
illustrate the expected number of pedestrian acci-
dents at an intersection for a Èhree-year period.

Accident seYe¡ity

Age group"

Sex of pedestrian

Driver intent

Pedestrian actionb

Driver actionc

Fatal irjury
Nonfatal injury
No injury
Unknom
Total
0- l5
16-59
<60
Unknown
Total
Male
Female
Unknown
Total
Straight
Right tum
Left tum
Other or unknown
Total
No hazardous action
Hazardous action
Unknown
Total
No hazardous action
Hazardous action
Unknown
Total

29
I 935

98
l9

208 1

225
504
186
106

1021
546
465
l0

to21
1256
308
468

49
208 I

475
449
42

966
600
805
4t

r446
aExcludes âccidents from washington, DC, and Chicago, IL.
o*Excludes accidents from Washinglon, DC; Chicago, IL; and Richmond, VA.cËxcludes accidents from Wâshington, DC.

Figure 1. Branching analysis by using mean pedestr¡an accídents per yeâr.

t.4
93.0
4.7
0.9

22.0
49.4
t8.2
10.4

53.5
45.5

1.0

60.3
14.8
22.5

2.4

49.2
46.5
4.3

41.5
55.7

2.8
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the plots include intersections that ¿lid not have
pedestrian signals an¿l also those that had concur-
rent pedestrian signals (since no significant dif-
ference i{as found in pedestrian accidents betvreen
these tyro groups). The curves show the sensitlvity
of pedestrian accidents to traffic and pedestrian
volumes. calculatton of. correlation coefficients
(Peâraonrs r) is not appropriate in this case be-
cause each data point repreaents the mean accident
experience of nunerous intersections in a Particular
volume cLass.

Figure 2. Relat¡on between pedestrian volume and pedestrian acc¡dent exper¡ence for three levels of vehicle volumes'

3000 5000

P'DESTRIÀN VOLUIIE (LOG SCALE)

Table 3. Su mmary of pedestrian accidents per year per site by pedestrian signal type and volume class.
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Based on the results of the branching analysis, a

breakdown analysis was used to summarize averaqe
pedestrian accidents for various classifications of
traffic volune, pedestrian volume, and signal-ti¡ning
scheme (Table 3). This table provides a sirnplistic
description of the trends in pedestrian accidents in
relation to Pedestrian signalization and volune
factors. These results are not sufficient, holtevert
to make conclusive statements relative to these
trends etithout further testing of the true effects
by using nore soPhisticated analysfs of varlance
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No Pedestrian Siglal Indication Concurrent Pedestrian Signal Timing Exclusive Timing

Volume Class

Mean
A¡ìual
Pedestrian
Accidents
per Intersction

Mean
Annual
Pedestrian
Accidents

Intersections perlntersection

Mean
Annual
Pedestrian
Accidents

Intefsections per Intersection Intersections

Low pedesirian volume, G.l200, and low
vehicle volume, 0-18 000

Medium pedestrian volume, I 201-3500,
and low vehicle volume, G'18 000

Hieû pedestrian volume, >3500, and low
vehicle volume, 0-18 000

Low pedestrian volume, O-1200, and
medium vehicle volume, 18 001-27 500

Medium pedestrian volume, 1201-3500,
and medium vehicle volume, 18 001-27 500

High pedest¡ian volume, >3500, and medium
vehiclevolume, 18 001-27 500

Low pedestrian volume, 0-1200, and high
vehicle volume, >27 5O0

Medium pedestdan volume, l20l-3500, and
high vehicle volume, > 27 500

High pedestrian volume, > 3500, and high
vehicle volume, >27 500

0.09

0.28

o.2s

0.19

0.41

0.65

0.23

0.52

0.88

t20

27

22

78

61

89

92

'19

90

t27

46

16

84

5l

37

74

47

26

0.14

0.25

0.50

o.2l

0.41

0.52

0.28

0.73

0.91

0.1 I

0.40

0.29

0.08

0.20

0.21

0.1?

0.66

T2

8

2l

l0

8

25

12

l3
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Table 4. D¡stribution of locations by pedestrian accident
exper¡ence and s¡gnal liming scheme.

Table 5. Summary of results from the chi-square analys¡s.
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Pedestdan Pedestrian
Volume Accidents
per Day per 3 Years

Intersectionswith Intersectionswith Intersectionswith
No Pedestrian Concurrent-Timed Exclusive-Timed
Signals Pedestrian Signals Pedestrian Signals

No. Percent Percent

<1200

>1200

0
>0to I
>1 to 1.5
> 1.5
Total
0
>0to I
>l to 1.5
>l.5to2
>2.25
Total

t77
71
t4
23

285
57
64
29

25 28
45

223

62.1
24.9
4.9
8.1

25.s
28.7
13.0
12.6
20.2

53.4
2'1.9

5.9
t2.8

17.4
26.9
12.5
15.8
27.4

73.5
t47

5.9
5.9

42.7
33.3
4.0
9.3

10.7

25
5

2
2

'T32
25

3

1
8

75

155
81
17
37

2n
64
99
46
58

l0l
368

Comparison
Pedestrian Difference
Volume Distributionsa t df

Level of
Significance

No pedestrian signal versus concur-
rent-timed pedestrian signal

No pedestrian signal versus exclu-
sive-timed pedestrian signal

Concurrent-timed pedestrian signaJ
versus exclusive-timed pedestrian
signal

<l200ld.ay No
>l200lday No
<1200lday No
>1200lday Yes
<1200lday No
>12O0lday Yes

5.630 3
8.664 4
2.197 3

13.492 4
5.410 3

32.240 4 0.01

aSignificant at the 0.05 level of confidence.

tests or considering in greater detail the influence
of the many other geonetric, traffic, and locational
factors.

Chi-Sguare Ànalysis

The chi-square test was used to test for a statisti-
caIIy significant âssociation between pedestrian
accidents and pedestrian signal timing schemes
(incLuding the no-pedestrian-signal situation). The
chi-square test, was deter¡nined appropriate for use
in this study because it can relate a continuous,
nonnormal variable (i.e., Poisson distríbution of
accidents) to one or more categorical variables
(i.e., categories of pedestrian signal timing).

Distributions of locations that had various
pedestrian signal schemes were established sepa-
rately for locatíons that had pedestrian volutnes
less than L2O0/day and locations that had 1200 or
rnore pedestrians/day (Table 4). Four to five ranges
of pedestrian accidents (per three-year period) were
developed for use in the chi-square analysis. The
nunber and percentage of Locations thât falI into
each category are given in Table 4, which indicates
a highly skewed (i.e., Poisson) distribution for
each group of locations. The break point of 1200
pedestrians/day was used to separate the data set
because of its importance in explaining variation in
pedestrian accidents (as found from the branching
analysis).

The results of the chi-square ânalysis are suÍì¡na-
rized in Table 5 and indicate the following:

J.. No significant difference was found in pedes-
trian accident distributions when comparing loca-
tions that did not have pedestrian signals to loca-
tions that had concurrent pedestriân signals. This
was true for both groups of pedestrian volume (i.e.,
<1200 and >1200 pedestrians/day).

2. îor intersections that had fewer than 1200
pedestrians/day, no significant difference was found
in pedestrian accident distributions when comparing
exclusive-timed pedestrian signals with both the
no..pedestrian-signal groups and also Locations that
had concurrent pedestrian signals. The lohr nu¡nber

of exclusive-timed signals (34) in this volu¡ne
category nay have caused this result.

3. For intersections that have 1200 or more
pedestrians/day, a significant difference was found
betereen accident distributions for exclusive-timed
pedestrian signals cotnpared with locations that did
not have pedestrian signals as weLl as locatíons
that had concurrent pedestrian signals (0.01 level
of confidence in each case). A higher proportion of
exclusive-timed locations were in the l-ow accident
groups than in the concurrent signal group or the
no-pedestrian-signal group.

Anâlvsis Õf Våriãnce and Covariance

The statistíca1 investigations were pursued to a
stiII higher level in an atternpt t'o expl_ain the
findings of the previous analyses. This involved
the use of analysis of variance and covariance
techniques. The analysis of variance nethod was
used to divide the observed variation in experi-
¡nental data into parts, and each part is assigned to
a known source or variable. The purpose of the
analysis v¡as to determine whether a particular part
of the variation is greater than would be expected
by chance. The nul1 hypothesis generally assumed
for the analysis of variance was that the rnean of
the sample data is not significantly different.

The analysis of covariance is similar to the
analysis of variance, but it al-Iows for the ínclu-
sion of covariates in the analysis to adjust the
dependent variable (i.e., pedestrian accidents per
year) for continuous variabìes where appropriate.
For example, the continuous covariates selected and
used in most of the analysis of variance tests were
pedestrian volume and traffic volume. This attovred
for determining the true effect of pedestrían sig-
nals on pedestrian accidents while controlling for
the effects of varying levels of pedestrian and
traffic volumes. Examples of the discrete (noncon-
tinuous) variables included in the analysis incluclecl
street operation, absence or presence of right-
turn-on-red regulations, bus operation, area type,
and others.

The final selection of variables used in the
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analysis of variance analysis was based on the
results of the correlation analysis, the branching
analysis, and preliminary anâlysis of variance
runs. The dePendent variables used the analysis of
variance runs included various types of mean annual
pedestrian accidents, including total accidentsr
right-turn accidents, l-eft-turn accidents, and total
turn accidents.

The independent variables used in one or more of
the analysis of variance runs as covariates included
the following:

I. Totat traffic volume [annual average daily
traffic (AÀDT) L

2. Right-turn traffic volu¡ne (AADT),

3. Left-turn traffic volune (AÀDT),
4. Total turning traffic volume (AADT), and
5. Total petlestrian volume (AADT).

The analysis of variance runs were ¡nade with varying
cornbinations of the foltowing classification vari-
ables:

I. Area tYPe code,
2. Street operation,
3. signal operation coder and
4. city codê.

Numerous analysis of variance tests were under-
taken by using the SPSS program to address severaL
basic issues.

Issue 1: Are ttlean Pedestrían Accidents per Yeêr
significantl-y Affected by the Presence of various
Types of Pedestrian Signal Timing Schemes?

The ¡nean Pedestrian accidents per year are si9-
nificantly affected by the presence of various
pedestrían-timing schenes (at the 0.00I level) when

adjustrnents are made for pedestrian vo].umes, traffic
volume, ând street operation. The lowest adjusted
mean accidents per year occurred for exclusive
tiroing lO.22l, and the highest was for concurrent
pedestrian signals (0.40). other values included no
pedestrian signal (0.36) and other seni-exclusive or
protected signals (0.38).

Similar comparisons were also ¡nade for the mean

turning pedestrian accidents per year. The indepen-
dent variables included operation code (i.e., one-
way or two-way combinations), Pedestrian volune, and
total vehicle turning volume. There were signifi-
cant differences in the nean Pedestrian accidents
for the various signal timing schemes. For both
types of pedestrian acci.'ents, exclusive-tined
locations had the lovrest ¡nean accidents per year.
Details of the results are given in Table 6.

Issue 2 ! Is there a Significant Difference in
Pedestrian Àccialents between Intersections that Did
Not Have Pedestrian Signals and Intersections that
Had Concurrent Pedestrian Signal Timing?

The total mean Pedestrian accidents are not signifi-
cantLy different (at the 0.05 level of confidence)
betrrreen intersections with no pedestrian sígna1s
compared to intersections with standard pedestrian
signals, when adjust¡nents are nade for pedestrian
volurne' traffic volumer and street operation code.
This finding agrees with the findings from the
chi-square test.

Simitar conparisons were also ¡nade for mean

turning pedestrian accidents per year. The indePen-
dent variables included operation code, Pedestrian
vofume, and total vehicle turning vol"ume. There r4tas

a significant difference (at the 0.05 level) between
no pedestrían signal locations and locations that
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had concurrent pedestrian signals for the mean
pedestrian turning accidents per year. The analysis
also indicated that locations that did not have
pedestrian signals had significantly feerer Pedes-
trian turning accidents than those that had concur-
rent pedestrian signals. HovJeverr the sample size
for turning accidents is small, and further in-depth
testing should be done to verífy thÍs apparent
affect. Details of the results are given in Table
6. This finding mây be the resutt of pedestriansr
failure to be cautious of turning vehicles at loca-
tions with pedesÈrian signal heads.

Conparlso¡¡Þ of ¡nean annual pedestrian accidents
were made between locations that did not have pedes-
trian signals and those that håd concurrent Pedes-
trian signals for the cities of Chicago' Detroit'
äashington' Toledo, and seattle (individually and as
a group) to deternine whether similar results were
found in each major city. Again, the independent
variables were traffic volume' pedestrian volume,
signal operation' and street operation. No signifi-
cant difference in pedestrian accidents was found in
any city betirteen intersections that diil not have
pedestrian sígnals versus intersections that had

concurrent Pedestrian signals. This fin¿ling tendls
to indicate that regÍonal differences did not bias
the results. The concurrent signal tining fared
best in seattle than in any other city when compared
with tocations that did not have pedestrian signals
(although the difference in accident ¡neans was not
significant in any city). This trend night be
explained, since Seattle probably has lower Pedes-
trian violation rates (and better compliance to
pedestrian signals) compared nith the other large
cities in the sanpLe. As signal co¡npliance in-
creases, their effect on Pedestrian safety should
inprove. I{hen a si¡nilar analysis was conducted for
the five cities combined (also controlling for the
differences in the loca1 accident experience), no
significant differences were found in either the
total, ¡nean pedestrian accidents or the mean turning
pedestrian accidents. These findings are summarized
in Table 7.

Issue 3: Is the Difference Significant in Pedestrian
Àccidents between Intersections that Did Not Have
Pedestrian Signals and Intersections that Had Exclu-
sive Pedestrian Signal Timing?

The mean Pedestrian accidents per year are signifi-
cantl-y different between intersections with exclu-
sive timing schemes conpared with intersections Y¡ith
no pedestrian signals (ât the 0.001 level) vrhen

controlled for street operationr Pedestrian volune,
and traffic volune. The nean adjusted pedestrian
accidents at exclusive locations (0.\5/year) is
significantly lower than for no pedestrian signal
(0.33/year). The chi-square analysis confirned this
finding for locations that had pedestrian ÀDTs above
12 00.

Si¡nilar comparisons were also nade for mean-turn-
ing accidents per year. The independent variables
included oPeration code, pedestrlan volume, and
vehicle turning volume. In each case' the rnean

adjusted accidents per year v¡ere significantly lorter
at exclusive-time locations than at locations that
did not have pedestrian signals (at the 0.0I leveI
of confidence). Detâils of the results are given in
Table 6.

rssue 4z Is there a Significant Difference in
Pedestrian Accidents Between Intersections that Have

Concurrent Pedestriân signal Timing and Intersec-
tions Ehat Have Exclusive Pedestrian signal Tining?

The total mean pe¿lestrian accidents are signifi-
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cantly different (at the 0.001 Level) between inter-
sections that have standard pedestrian signal timing
and lntersections that have exclusive pedegtrian
signal timing when accounting for the effects of
street operation, pedestrian vol,uÍne, and traffic
volune. The mean adjusted pedestrian accidents at

Table 6. summary of analysis of variancr results for different pedestrian signal alternatives.
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exclusive locations (0.27/yearl 1s slgniflcantly
lower than the mean pedestrian accidents for stan-
dard signal tÍning (0.43lyear).

Si¡nllar conrparisons were also made with mean
turning accidents per year. The independent vari-
ables included street operation, pedestrian volurne,

Dependent
Comparison Variable Alternative

Adjusted Control
Mean Variables

Significant
Diffe¡encee

Level of
Significance

All pedestrian signal Mean pedesttian accidents
alternatives per year

Mean pedestriân turning
accidents per year

No pedestrian signal Mean pedestrian accidents
indication versus per year
concurent pedes-
trian signal timing

Mean pedestrian turning
âccidents pe¡ year

No pedestrian signal Mean pedestrian accidents
indication versus per year
exclusive pedes-
trian signal timing

Mean pedestrian tu¡ning
accidents per year

Mean pedest¡ian turning
accidents per year

No pedestrian signala 0.36
Concunentb 0-40
Exclusi.vec 0.22
otherd 0.38
No pedestrian signalâ 0.1 3
Concurrentb 0- I ?
Exclusivec 0.01
otherd o.z0
No pedestrian signala 0.36
Concurrentb 0.40

No pedestrian signala 0.12
Concurrentb 0. I 5

No pedestrian signala 0.33
Exclusivec 0.15

No pedestrian signalâ 0.1 I
Exclusivec 0.00

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffíc volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedest¡ian volume, total
traffic yolume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal altematives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0.001

0.001

0.1 30

0.048

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

Concurrent pedes- Mean pedestrian accidents Concurentb
trian timing versus per yer Exclusivec
exclusive pedes-
trian signal timilg

0.43
0.27

0. l7
0.03

Yes

Concurrentb
Exclusivec

an = 5o8- bn = 658. cn = tog- d¡ = 22.

Table 7. Summary of analys¡s of variance results by city.

eSignificant al the 0.05 level of confidence.

Dependent
City Variable Alternâtive

Adjusted Sample
Mean Size

Significant
Differenceo

Level of
Significance

Control
Variables

Chicago Mean pedestdan accidents
per yeâr

Detroit Mean pedestrian accidents
per yeâr

Seattle Mean pedestrian accidents
pef yeat

Toledo Mean pedestrian accidents
pè¡ year

r¡Vashington Meanpedest¡ìânaccidents
per yeâr

Chicago Mean pedestrian accidents
Det¡oit per year
Seattle
Toledo
Washington
Chicago Mean pedestrian turning
Detroit accidents per year
Seattle
Toledo
Washington

No pedestrian signal
Concunent

No pedestrian signal
Concurrent

No pedestrian signal
Concurrent

No pedestrian signal
Concurrent

No pedestdan signal
Concunent

No pedestrian signal
Concurrent

No pedestrian signal
Concur¡ent

0.44 62
0.44 108

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volums, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedest¡ian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
operation, pedestrian
signal alternatives

Pedestrian volume, total No
traffic volume, street
ope¡ation, pedestrian
signal alternatives, city
code

Pedestrian volume, tot¿l No
traffic volume, street
operatiofi, pedestrian
signal alternatives, city
code

0.60
0.72

0.4s
0.39

tt2
112

41
99

0.1 37

0.919

0.443

0.078

0.5 91

0.3 75

0.1 93

0.15 66
0.25 I 13

0.37 ó8
0.40 104

0.41 349
0.44 536

0.15 349
0.17 536

asignificant at the O,05 level of confidence
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and total vehicle turning volume. The exclusive-
timed intersections had significantly lower acciilent
experíence than the sÈandard-timed signal locations.

Issue 5: What Traffic, Geometric, anil OperatÍonal
Variables Have a Signíficant Effect on Pedestrian
Accidents at Signalized Urban Intersections?

Based on nu¡nerous analysis of varíance runs, vari-
ables that have a significant effect (at the 0.05
level) on total pedestrian accidents for sone inter-
section groups include the following:

I. Urban area tyPe (suburban streets had sÍgnifi-
cantly higher Pedestrian accidents than did those of
other areas,

2. Street operation (intersections of ti{o one-way
streets had significantly lower .pedestrian accidents
than intersections of two, two-way streets) r and

3. The presence of bus routes on one or both
streets of the intersection was associated 9rÍth
higher pedestrian accidents for so¡ne intersection
suþroups.

SI'!4MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper summarizes the study undertaken to deter-
nine the safety benefits derived from the use of
pedestrian signals. The research approach involved
the collection, reduction' and analysis of accident,
traffic, and design data for 1297 urban intersec-
tions (which had 2081 pedestrian accidents over a
three- to six-year period) in 15 citíes. The sig-
nalization options included no pedestrian signalsr
standard (concurrent) timing, exclusive timing, and
other tining sche¡nes. Insufficient satnpLes were
available fro¡n the other category for statistical
analysis.

The use of concurrent-timed pedestrian signals
was found to have no significant effect on Pedes-
trian accident distributiona (based on chi-square
test) or pe¿lestrian accident frequencies (analysis
of variance and covariance) for a sample of more
than 1100 locations that representetl these two
groups. This finding was also true for the five
Iargest cities in the data sanple (chicago, Washing-
ton, D.c., Detroitr Seattle, and Toledo) .

The presence of exclusive-tined, protected Pedes-
trian intervals (including scramble-tirned intersec-
tions) was associated with signiflcantly lower
pedestrian accident experience when conpared with
locations with either concurrenÈ-timed pedestrian
signals or no pedestrian signals, hthen controLled
for other important data variables (analysis of
covariance). This finding was supported by the
result of the chi-square test for intersections that
have pedestrian volu¡nes above 1200. HorÍever' this
fÍnding ytas not found for intersections that had
pedestrian volunes less than L200/day, possibly due
to the 1i¡nited samPle of exclusive-ti¡ned signal
locations within that volune category.

The number of pettestrian accidents that involved
lurning vehicles was found to be significantly
higher for locations that had concurrent-tined
pedestrian signals than for locations that did not
have pedestrian signals when other inportant vari-
ables nere controlled (analysis of covariance).
Howeverr this finding is not conclusive anil cannot
be strongly supPorted due to a small sanple of
turning pedestrian accialents. Further testing is
needed to confirm this finding, but such a trend
could possibly be exptained by the possibiliÈy that
pedestrians are often less cautious or fail to look
around for turning vehicles at locatíons that have a
WALK signal, Particularly if they feel an added
sense of Protection vrhen they see the WALK signaL.

7I

several operational variables were found to have
a significant effect on pedestrian accidents at
urban signalized intersectlonE. The branching and
regression analysis indicated that pedestrian volu¡ne
is the single-nost-important variable in explaining
the varíation in pedestrian accidents and a signifi-
cantr clirect relation exists. The nosÈ-ínPortant
breakpoints occur at pedestrian volu¡ne levels of
1200 and 3500 pedestrians/day (branchíng analysis).

Traffic voÌume is the second-tnost-important
variabte in explaining pedestrian accidents, and iÈ
also has a significant, direct relation to pedes-
trian accidents (branching analysisr regression, and
analysis of covarlance). The important breakpoints
occur at traffic volume levels of 27 500 and I8 000
vehicLes,/day. other variabLes were also found to
have an important effect on pedestrian accidents.

RECOM¡4ENDATIONS

The results of the analyses show that standard-tined
(concurrent) pedestrian signals have no significant
effect on pedestrian accidents conPared h'ith locâ-
tions that do not have Pedestrian signals. In fact,
one analysis indÍcated that a significantly hlgher
number of turning accidents are associatedl rrith
concurrent pedestrian signal timing conPared e¡ith
intersections that do not have pedestrian signals
(although not conclusive). The presence of exclu-
sive-timed pedestrian signals are associated with
significantly lower gedestrian accidents conpared
with the absence of pedestrian signals and the
presence of stan¿lard-ti¡ne pedestrian signalsr par-
ticularly for locations that have noderate-to-high
pedestrian volunes (more than L20o/dayl. However'
many U.s. cities discourage the use of exclusive-
tined (or scra¡nble) pedestrian signals, since in-
creased pedestrian and vehicle delay have been
associated with such timing.

Concurrent timing is by far the most commonly
used pedestrian signal timing. However, the use of
pedestrian indicat.ions with concurrent tining was
not found to be effective in reducing peilestrian
accidents. several possible reasons for their lack
of effectiveness in reducing pedestrian accidents
include the following:

I. Pedestrian resPect for and conpliance with
pedestrian signal indications is poor in most
cities. violatÍons of the DONrT WALK message are
higher than 50 percent in many cities. This disre-
spect and violation of the pedestrian signals is a

major reason for their ineffecÈiveness in reducing
pedestrian accidents.

2. The presence of a Peatestrian signal indication
rnay tend to create a false sense of security and may

cause many pedestrians to have the nlstaken impres-
sion that they are fully protected and have no
reason to use caution. The absence of a pedestrian
indication at a signalized locatlons sonetines gíves
pedestrians the feeling that they are on their own.
This coul"d cause many pedestrians to exercise ¡nore
caution regarding turníng vehicles.

3. The use of the flashing I{ALK has been shown in
other studies to be ineffective in a¿lequately warn-
lng pedestrians to rvatch for turning vehicles. In
fact' one study found that only 2.5 Percent of the
pedestrians understood the intended meaning of the
ftashing and steady vIALK indications. AIso, many

states have not incorporated the flashing WALK

signal into their state policiesr which has caused
nonuniformity in the use of Pedestrian signal
messages in the United States.

4. sone studies have found that the flashing
DONrT WALK indication (clearance interval) is also
not weLl understood by nany Pedestrians, anCl many
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pedestrians believe that traffic will be released
during the flashing'DONTT WALK interval.

5. Pedestrian-ãctuation devices are used too
infrequently by pedestrians and, therefore, the use
and respect for pedestrian signals nay be mini¡nized
at such locations. One study showed that they are
used by less than 35 percent of the pedestrians in
crossing at nany sites.

The results of this analysis, although they raise
questions about the effectiveness of pedestrian
signalization, arê not believed to justify the
elimination of pedestrian signals. we recommend
that city and state agencies take a closer look
before indiscri¡ninately installing pedestrian sig-
nals at aII traffic signalized locations. Such
pedestrian signals are expensive to install and
¡naintain (for a large number of sítes), and they may
not be justified at many locations. Based on the
findings of this study, further research may be
desirable to further guantify the optinal use of
pedestrian signals, including the following topics:

I. Deter¡nine the effect of intersection type on
pedestrian safety by consídering differences in
functional classifications, lane configurationt
crosswalk length' and special signal phasingt

2. Assess the effect of regional clifferences in
pedestrian behavior, accident reporting, and peiles-
trian enforce¡nent policiesi

3. Investigate further the influence of pe¿les-
trian activities related to accident experlence by
type of pedestrian signal ti¡ning; and

4. Assess the impacts of general pedestrian
compliance and understanding of signal indications
on accident experience.

OnIy after the completion of such additional re-
search can revised polícies and practices be inple-
mented.

Also, further efforts should be made to determine
means to improve the effectiveness of standard
pedestrian signals by naking them nore understand-
able, particularly in terms of the flashing WALK and
the flashlng DONrT WALK intervals. Also, efforts
should be undertaken to determine the appropriate-
ness of the pedestrian signal yrarrants currently
given in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
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Devices 17') to deternine whether ¡nore-realistic
Yrarrants are justified.
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is provided, pedestríans in crosswalks may adversely
affect vehicular capacity and, of course, their o\dn
safety. Various ¡nethods have been propose¿l for
ensuring adequate pedestrian crossing times (l-3).
Three of these methods are discussed below.

The Interin ì{aterials on Highvray Capacity (4r pp.
I15-147) contain a ¡nore-comprehensive procedure for
the analysis of pedestrian requirements at signal-
ized intersections. The procedure provides for the
analysis of space requirements (for queuing and
circulation) on the sidewalk at intersections and
for deternining needed crosswalk widths. Unfortu-
nately, the procedure has some severe shortcomings.
The purpose of this paper is to revierr¡ the above

Pedestrian Flows at Signalized Intersections

MARK VIRKLER

Early techn¡ques for dealing w¡th pedestr¡an flows at signalized ¡ntersections
were concerned with the minimum green t¡me needed for cfossing a street
and often d¡d not treat green t¡me as a function of the number of people who
cross. Recently, new knowledge has been gained about charaeterístics of
pedestrian flow, including relat¡ons âmong speed, flow, and density. ln the
lnterim Mater¡als on Highway Capacity, a method ¡s presented for pedestr¡an
flo¡rs and queues at intersections, Some flaws ¡n the method are examined
here and a different approacìh for analyzing the problem is presented.

The presence of pedestrians can have inportant ef-
fects on the operation of sígnalized intersections.
Pedestrian crossing times can often determine nini-
mlun green tines, and, therefore, minimu¡n cycle
lengths ¡I' p. 810). If insufficient crossing time
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